Dean Garrison will welcome us to our user group meeting and ScholarWorks librarian Maira Bundza will provide an introduction to the day and ask all present to share something about their repository and what they would most like to discuss at this meeting.

*Presenter: Julie Garrison*

Involved with first bepress conference 8 years ago
Group that built community around repository and scholarship and although conversations have evolved since then, hope for continued community building

---

*Facilitator: Maira Bundza*

New to this space:
- Hillsdale College: purchased bepress this summer
- Kettering University: bepress since 2016, currently embarking on migration of theses

Asked participants to list topics for discussion, and then voted on list:

1. (11) - Open Education Resources
2. (9) - Accessibility
3. (9) - Workflows / Efficiency
4. (9) - Data / Datasets
5. (7) - API / Website integration
6. (6) - Metadata
7. (6) - Non-traditional materials and resources
8. (6) - More open / Publishing (increasing publishing and library as publisher)
9. (5) - Involving faculty
10. (5) - ORCid / GRID / IDs (tracking research scholarship)
11. (5) - Student platform
12. (5) - Digital Scholarship
13. (4) - Collection policies
14. (4) - Involving Elsevier / Publisher PDFs
15. (2) - Harvesting out (of bepress)